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TtMadrid has been training TEFL teachers for over 11 years; so we know all there is about what to look for
when choosing a reputable TEFL course!
1- ACCREDITATION:
There are quite a few accrediting bodies, so it can often get confusing as to which one is the right one for you. Most accrediting bodies worth their
salt require 120 hours, that includes 6 teaching practices in real life class situations.
If you are doing a course outside your own country and are unable to visit the school yourself, make sure the accrediting body regularly visits the
facility and inspects it. You can then be sure that they are continuously committed to the standards they say they have.
Beware of TEFL academies that use the term ‘internationally recognized’ which doesn’t actually mean anything. Check with the organization to
make sure that if it says it’s accredited that it really is. It may take a few minutes and a few uncomfortable questions but it could save an awful lot of
heartache. If the course is legitimate, the team will have no issues providing proof of the accreditation and all the information you need.
2- REMEMBER – THERE ARE NEVER TOO MANY QUESTIONS:
It’s always frustrating being referred back to a website for information when you were looking for a personal answer. Moving away from home and
setting up your life in a new country is a big step so you should make sure the TEFL provider is willing to answer as many questions as you have.
Be persistent and make sure they answer all your questions.
Ask to be put in touch with recent graduates who have a similar age and background as you. They won’t be trying to sell you a course and you can
usually rely on them to give you some frank and honest advice. Remember, you should get all this support before you even consider paying a deposit.
3- GOOGLE REVIEWS
You should check out independent reviews of the courses that you’re looking at. Google is a great source of information as you’ll get information
straight from real students and it won’t have been written by the company.
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4- IS THERE SUPPORT PRE-COURSE AND POST-COURSE?
Find out what support you are given pre-course, such as help finding accommodation; organizing visas; setting up a bank account; getting a mobile
phone and anything else you need to be make your transition into the new culture more comfortable. This is especially important if you don’t speak
the language of the country you are going to.
With post-course support, the academy is there to help you with getting a job, can give you access to resources and advice about life in general. There
is nothing worse than being given your TEFL certificate and then never seeing or hearing from your TEFL school again. You will need to understand
how to best market yourself to employers, how to manage your new timetable and also you’ll want to have someone there in case you have any
questions. Many people finish their TEFL at some centers and feel very out of their depth once they leave. The TEFL providers often disappear right
when they’re needed most.
5- DO YOU GET THAT ‘FUZZY FEELING’?
Don’t underestimate your gut instincts. If you get that warm ‘fuzzy feeling’ and the course is accredited, go for it! If the feeling you get through the
initial contact is good, then you’re probably onto a winner.
6- DO THEY GUARANTEE WORK AFTERWARDS?
It can be the best TEFL course in the world but if they don’t help you find a job and get you connected once you finish, then they have let you down.
Talk through the type of work you are looking for: business, general, children, teenagers, intensive work, etc. Do they have contacts in that particular
field? Again, ask to be put in touch with graduates who have been there for more than 6 months to find out about their experiences. You are never
going to get your golden schedule and the perfect job straight after the course but by the 6 months mark, you should be nearly there.
7- DO YOU WANT TO PAY TO PARTY OR TO BECOME A TEACHER?
The social side of any course is very important – post-course! Remember you are learning to become a teacher and more importantly, you are paying
to become a teacher. A good TEFL course should be intensive, hard work and rewarding!!
8- IF IT’S TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE…
The TEFL industry, whether it is in Madrid, Morocco or Mauritius, as with any industry, has some companies that claim to be something they’re not.
If their claims seem too good to be true and not backed up with any real evidence or the price is very cheap, then think carefully before taking the
plunge… if it seems too good to be true then it might just be.

What to expect after your TEFL course: hours and pay
1- WORKING HOURS:
When we tell potential trainees that the normal working week is between 20 and 25 hours and often just four days long, they
think – that sounds easy, sign me up! What’s important to remember is that as well as teaching the hours, you have to add on travel
time and lesson planning. This will certainly make it into a full time job. Even if you only work 4 days a week, you are likely to leave
the house at around 7 am in the morning and get home after 10 pm.
The typical schedule varies depending on whether you are teaching in-company, in academies or private classes.
2- GOLDEN RULES:
There are some golden rules to remember when arranging your teaching hours.
Rule 1 – Days belong together
Monday/Wednesday and Tuesday/Thursday are the usual timetables for students (twice a week). If you take a job that is only on a Monday then
you will. struggle to find a similar fit on a Wednesday. It’s like a jigsaw and without all the pieces fitting together, you will find it hard to make
enough money, so be careful not take (random) classes just once a week until you sort out the most popular blocks of hours.
Rule 2 – Get the most out of prime hours
8-10 in the morning, 1-4 in the afternoon and 6-9 in the evening are all prime hours where students will be taking classes (i.e. before work, during
lunch and after school/work). You therefore need to get the most out of those hours. If you only take a 1 hour class from 2:30-3:30 from Monday
to Thursday – then that is only 4 hours of classes. However, if you can get a 2 or 3 hours block then that is a huge chunk of your teaching schedule.
Try not to take one hour classes during your prime blocks.
A good schedule should look something like this:
Monday

Tuesday

Wendnesday

Thursday

8 - 9:30 (in-company 1-2-1)

8 - 9:30 (in-company 1-2-1)

8 - 9:30 (in-company 1-2-1)

8 - 9:30 (in-company 1-2-1)

14 -16 (in-company groups)

14 -16 (in-company groups)

14 -16 (in-company groups)

14 -16 (in-company groups)

18 - 19 (private student)

17:30 -19:30 (after school
program)

18 - 19 (private student)

17:30 -19:30 (after school
program)

20 - 21 (private student)

20 - 21 (private student)
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What to expect after your TEFL course: hours and pay
Total: 22 hours

In company: (16€)

After school: (15€)

Private classes: (20€)
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Total: 364€ per week
Total: 1.456€ per month

It is also important to remember that when you are a newbie teacher, you can’t be as picky as a seasoned teacher. We always advise our graduates to
be selective, but to remember that you need to prove you are a good teacher by being organized, responsible and on time. Once the agency or school
begin to see that you are someone they can rely on and you start to receive positive reports from your students, your schedule will begin to get better
and better until you have your golden schedule (working the least amount of time for the most amount of pay with as many block hours as possible).
3- PAY:
Whatever the profession, this is always a sticky subject to talk about. Teaching rates are often quoted in hourly rates and new graduates can get very
fixated with the hourly rate, but there are many more things to consider than just this. This is an example:
You have been offered two jobs with the following hours and rates:

JOB A

JOB B

Monday / Wednesday

Tuesday / Thursday

Monday / Wednesday

Tuesday / Thursday

13:30 – 15:00

13:00 – 14:00

13:00 – 16:00

13:00 – 16:00

08:00 - 09:00
18:30 – 20:00

07:00 – 08:30
19:00 – 20:30

The rate is 18 €/h an hour, which would give you a weekly
salary 288 euros.

08:00 - 09:00
18:30 – 20:00

07:00 – 08:30
19:00 – 20:30

The rate is 15€/h which would give you a weakly salary of 345€.

Job B may offer a rate of only 15€ net an hour, but because of the longer block hours during the day you take home 345€ a week. Over 4 weeks this
adds up to noticeably more money and you get home at the same time each night for both jobs. Make sure you look at the whole picture, as some
will offer higher hourly rates, other lower rates but more block hours; others will pay holiday and sick pay – consider all that is being offered before
making a decision.
Finally, remember that whether you are new to teaching or have been doing it for a long time, job satisfaction is the key to being a happy teacher.
The TEFL industry can often be seen as a way to earn money until you find a ‘real’ job but for many of us who take it seriously it becomes our new career.
Even if you don’t want to be a teacher forever, make sure you take your work seriously so your students get the best quality of classes.
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Here we look at the costs involved with getting you to Madrid and surviving your first few months. The more you plan ahead, the less stressful
it will be!
AIRFARES
The earlier you book flights, the better the deals you’re likely to get. We like to use cheapflights, edreams, kayak, easyjet, or ryanair
to compare airlines.
Keep in mind that certain sites will be better for you based on where you’re flying from. Travel agents can often get you very good
deals as they have access to a huge database and if there is a problem, the travel agent can help solve it.
TRAVEL INSURANCE
The chances are you will be travelling around Europe a lot as it’s cheap and easy to do. Having travel insurance gives you peace
of mind just in case you get pick pocketed, the airlines lose your luggage, etc.
Travel insurance can depend on age, where you are from, your plans, etc. so make sure you search around for the best deals. If you
are coming on the Spanish Teaching Cultural Immersion program then you will need insurance that meets the visa requirements,
ask us and we will recommend one that you can use.

BANK

$

BANK ACCOUNT
Different banks have different requirements when it comes to opening a bank account, but generally you need to have a minimum
of 20€ in your account to start off. Depending on your age, you may be required to pay a small annual fee for your debit/credit card
of around 20€. We will help you set up an account with the bank we recommend, but if you wish to shop around and choose the best
bank for you then we encourage you to do so. Unlike other countries where banks are being closed as internet banking becomes
more popular, Spain has a bank on every corner.
If you are withdrawing money from a cash machine, make sure you check the charges - some banks charge huge fees if you use
their machine and it is not in your network. If you’re not happy with the fee just cancel the transaction, and go to one of the other
machines close by.
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MOBILE PHONES
It’s not expensive to set up your phone with a Spanish sim card. Most mobile phone providers offer a pre-paid or “pay as you go”
phone that usually comes with 10€ phone credit for a price of around 30€. This may not be the latest Smartphone but you will be
able to find one to use Whatsapp and make calls at least, (Whatsapp is a popular messaging app in Spain).
The most well-known providers in Spain are: Orange, Movistar, Vodafone and Yoigo. Also, a note for the Americans, you don’t get
charged anything for answering your phone if you have a Spanish sim card so get your family and friends to call you!
If you plan to use your American phone, make sure it is “unlocked” so that you can put a new European SIM card in your phone once
you arrive.

Food & Alcohol
FOOD
Generally, it’s quite cheap to eat in Madrid. Fresh vegetables, rice, bread, pasta and meat are economically priced. However, it’s also
quite reasonable to eat out. If you are on a budget but you want to enjoy some local cuisine, you can get a “Menu del Día” once or
twice a week. Menu del Día is a three-course lunch served in most bars and restaurants on weekdays. They are usually around 10€
and are a great way to have a big, hearty meal in the middle of the day, which means you’ll only need a small dinner. A single person
can easily live off 80€ a week– this includes groceries and a couple of Menu del Día plus a few nights out.
Our graduates have said that you can do it a lot cheaper but if you plan ahead, why rough it? :)
One tip that all of our graduates give new trainees is to find their local supermarket as soon as possible and buy groceries that will
allow you to take a packed lunch with you while you’re on your TEFL course. It could save you around 200€ a month…which would
be better spent on travelling to other parts of Spain during one of your many long weekends!
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ALIMENTACIONES
These are like your local convenience store. They sell a bit of everything and are open until late at night. There will be one close
to where you live.

FRUTERÍAS
This is your typical fruit shop in your local area. In Spain, fruit and vegetables are fresh and great quality, and also really cheap!

BA KERY SHOP

PANADERÍAS
Most bread is fresh and is bought from your local bakery and eaten on the same day. A baguette may cost around 0.60€. There is
also sliced bread sold in the supermarket but this has lots of preservatives and isn’t the best quality.

PHARMACIES OR CHEMISTS
You will spot these with a big green flashing cross outside. You can get lots of meds over the counter and we can help if you need
to get anything specific.

ALCOHOL & CIGARETTES
The tax on alcohol and cigarettes is very low in Spain, so both are cheap in comparison to other countries. Although this is obviously
not an excuse to consume more, it is nice to know you won’t be denied one of your vices on a tight budget. A packet of cigarettes is
usually around 5€ and a decent bottle of wine will set you back around 3€. You can buy cigarettes in an “estanco”.
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Public Transport
Public transport in Spain is reasonably priced. It is safe, in good condition and very pleasant to use. Here are the main options:
METRO
The method of transport you’ll use the most is the Metro which is Madrid’s equivalent to the London Underground or New York
City’s subway. It’s great value and we recommend buying ten passes to start with (12.20€) and then, once you’re settled, you should
get an ‘abono’, which is a card you can put credit on every month. You can use it on metro, trains, buses and it costs around 54€/
month. If you’re under 26, however, your metro pass will only be 20€/month.
TRAIN
The trains are generally above ground and are used for travelling longer distances. Again, the system is really easy to use.
Download a copy of the Cercanías map here.
You can find the Cercanias stations on the metro map. Many teaching classes will be in suburbs outside of Madrid. Don’t discount
these due to distance as they are often block hours and can mostly be accessed quite quickly by train.
Many of the Cercanías stations are located near or in metro stations and bus terminals so they all tend to link up.
The Renfe trains are the high speed trains that go to Barcelona, Toledo, Sevilla, etc. They can be expensive if you don’t book in
advance but they are luxurious and travel at incredible speed. The car journey to Barcelona takes about 7 hours but only takes 2.5
hours on the Renfe.
TAXI
TAXI

Taxis, as in other countries, are a much more expensive way of travelling around but in comparison to other cities they are quite
cheap in Madrid. Only take a licensed taxi. They will display the name, photo, and ID of the driver inside; and also display the
meter. Taking the taxi from the airport when you first arrive is a good idea if you have lots of luggage.
There is a new rule that taxis charge a set fee of 30€ for any journey from the airport to the centre area of Madrid (inside the M30
highway), so you know they can’t take you the long way around!
You can also use taxi apps like Hailo, Mytaxi, and Uber.
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BUS
Buses are very easy to use. You can download the EMT app, which shows you bus times from each specific station. All routes mark
the metro and train stations they pass on the way, you can find it here.

Accommodation
Most real estate agencies will require you to pay your first month’s rent, your deposit and commission (usually about
a month’s rent), prior to or upon arrival. On average this usually amounts to about 900€. We also highly recommend
having budgeted for your second month’s rent (approximately 500€-600€).
Although using an accommodation agent is a slightly more expensive option, it is flexible and pre-planned
so you know what you’re doing and you don’t have to worry. The one we recommend charges no finder’s fee
(which can be as high as a month’s rent). They will find you a room in a flat that meets your needs and send
you information and photos as well. If you are happy with what they have offered and an agreement has been
reached, they will arrange for someone to be at the flat with keys when you arrive.
They ask for 300€ refundable deposit and 540€ per month for the short term contract – less if you sign up for
longer.
After the course, most of our graduates go and get a flat with their new friends in a location they like. The rental
prices have reduced considerably during the last couple of years and you should be able to get a permanent
apartment sharing with 2 or 3 other people, in a central location, for around 300€-400€ each person with bills
included.
If you prefer to live on your own, studio flats or one bedrooms flats are around 600€-800€ per month.
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Salaries

This is a hypothetical situation that will vary depending on your situation. Let’s say you graduate from your TEFL course on March 6 and spend the
following week attending job interviews and working around 6 hours of classes; starting the rest the following Monday.
As you’re a new teacher, you will have wisely chosen to limit your teaching hours to 14 per week until you find your feet. So, the total number of hours
you will have worked by the end of March will have been 44 hours. Let’s say, for the sake of the exercise, you’re being paid 16€ an hour (new teachers
usually average between 15-19€ per hour) then, you’re first salary will be 702€. However, by the end of March you’ve decided to take on an additional
6 hours per week so your second pay check will be 1,280€.
By the end of April, 20 hours a week is now a breeze so you decide to take on an extra 5 hours a week of private students who pay 20€ an hour. Now your
monthly salary is €1,680. However, most teachers would prefer not to work this hard and end up building a timetable that allows them to take home
between 1,400€ and 1,500€ per month.
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A rough budget for your first 2 months
4 week TEFL programme budget (Europe)
Section A: Paid before leaving your country:
Flights to Spain within Europe (one way) on a budget airline
TEFL Course
Accommodation for 1 month
Agency commission for a finding room
Deposit for accommodation

1 year programme budget

euros

Section A: Paid before leaving your country:

euros

80

Flights to Spain from the US on a budget airline

800

1,375
540
00
300

The Spanish and Teaching Study Abroad Program
Accommodation for 1 month
Agency commission for a finding room
Deposit for accommodation

3,600
540
00
300

Sub total of section A

2,295

Sub total of section A

5,240

Section B: Expenses we recommend saving for before arrival:

euros

Section B: Expenses we recommend saving for before arrival:

euros

Mobile phone and 2 months of phone credit for job applications, etc.
Deposit to open a bank account

100
20

Mobile phone and 2 months of phone credit for job applications, etc.
Deposit to open a bank account

100
20

Random bits and pieces

100

Random bits and pieces

100

Metro monthly pass (for 2 months)

110

Metro monthly pass (for 2 months)

110

Food for 2 months

450

Food for 2 months

450

Your second month’s rent

540

Your second month’s rent

540

Sub total of section B

1,320

Sub total of section B

1,320

Total transition budget (Section A + Section B)

3,615

Total transition budget (Section A + Section B)

6,560

Anticipated Incomes

euros

Anticipated Incomes

euros

First pay check

702

First pay check

702

Second pay check

1,280

Second pay check

1,280

Third pay check

1,500

Third pay check

1,500

Fourth pay check

1,500

Fourth pay check

1,500

Total pay after 4 pay cycles

4,982

Total pay after 4 pay cycles

4,982

Downtown neighborhoods of Madrid
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SALAMANCA (Average rent for 2 bedroom apartment: 900€)
This is one of the most important shopping areas in the city, as well as one of the most pleasant and luxurious.
You will be able to find the most prestigious brands in fashion, like Louis Vuitton, Carolina Herrera, Chanel,
Gucci, Roberto Verino, and Tiffany & Co on the streets of Serrano, Claudio Coello and Ortega y Gasset.
At the end of the 19th century it was clear that the capital of Spain needed a change. This is when the Marquess
of Salamanca decided to create an aristocratic neighborhood that would be ahead of its time and pioneer
trends later seen in other European capitals. Several changes happened to the design of the housing, like
bigger rooms, bigger windows for better lighting, implementing running water and heating, etc.
Now ‘Barrio Salamanca’ continuous to be a reference of prestige. You can find the best hairdressers,
restaurants, hotels, jewelry stores… This also means that the prices are considerably higher than the rest of
the city. The most popular park in Madrid, Retiro, resides next to this neighborhood and is perfect to take a
stroll, rent a boat or ride a bike year-round.

PALACIO (Average rent for 2 bedroom apartment: 780€)
The main attractions in this neighborhood are the Royal Palace and the area of La Latina. The Royal Palace
gardens are beautiful and perfect to capture your next social media profile pic. You can head up Calle Mayor
and explore Mercado San Miguel, which offers a variety of stands with gourmet food and drinks. It’s quite
typical to grab some tapas and a couple of cañas (beers), vermut or tintos de verano while you are there.
Sundays between 11am and 4 pm are peak times in La Latina to get food and drinks with friends or you can
hang out at Plaza de la Cebada that holds cultural community events like salsa dancing, basketball games,
etc. The oldest restaurant in the world according to the Guinness book of records is Botín on Calle Cuchilleros;
which has been operating since 1725.
Another local place, Casa Lucio, is so famous for its huevos rotos that it has attracted celebrities like Lenny
Kravitz, Will Smith, Tommy Lee Jones, Pierce Brosnan, Arnold Schwarzenneger, Tom Cruise, Penélope Cruz,
Javier Bardem, Victoria Beckham, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, and the royal Spanish family. It’s located just
off of Plaza Mayor.

Downtown neighborhoods of Madrid
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EMBAJADORES/ LAVAPIÉS (Average rent for 2 bedroom apartment: 680€)
To the southeast of Palacio is the multicultural and eclectic neighborhood of Embajadores. Lavapiés is located
in the heart of Embajadores and is rich in ethnic restaurants, especially Indian cuisine, and community spaces
like La Tabacalera. It has become a hip, bohemian alternative to the typical nightlife options and is also quite
economical, too. Here you will find the Rastro, which is a flea market held every Sunday from 9 am to 3 pm.
It’s located on the Ribera de Curtidores hill and is over 400 years old. It’s a great way to spend your Sunday
mornings. The closest metro stops to the Rastro are Puerta de Toledo/La Latina on line 5 (green line) or Tirso
de Molina on line 1 (light blue line).

CORTES OR HUERTAS (Average rent for 2 bedroom apartment: 780€)
This neighborhood is dubbed ‘Barrio de las Letras’ because in the 16th century there was a big concentration
of prolific writers that lived in the area, like Lope de Vega, Quevedo, Cervantes and Góngora. Lope de Vega
is one of Spain’s most productive writers, having written over a thousand plays in his lifetime. However, the
most famous Spanish writer is Cervantes known for his work Don Quixote de la Mancha.
Other cultural interests in this area are the Ateneo, Círculo de Bellas Artes, Teatro Español, Teatro Real and
Teatro de la Comedia. Círculo de Bellas Artes has a rooftop terrace with incredible city views where you can
enjoy a drink at their lounge area. It’s well worth the 3€ to get in. Besides this, the three most important
museums: El Prado, Reina Sofia and Thyssen-Bornemisza are found in this neighborhood.
JUSTICIA OR CHUECA (Average rent for 2 bedroom apartment: 780€)
This neighborhood is famous for being open-minded and gay-friendly - it’s peppered with rainbow flags and
offers some of the most fashionable restaurants, and bars, as well as a nightlife that’s second to none.
If you are interested in architecture, there’s the Palacio Longoria on Calle Fernando VI, n. 6, which is the
headquarters for the Society of Authors and Editors (SGAE) (the Spanish Screen Actors Guild), built by the
the Catalan architect José Grases Riera in 1902.
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SOL (Average rent for 2 bedroom apartment: 780€)
The most famous square in Madrid is Puerta del Sol where you’ll find Km.0, the center point of the spanish
national roads. This is where the whole country watches the Reloj de Torre ring in the New Year. The tradition is
that the 12 bell rings mark in time with eating 12 grapes to bring good luck for the upcoming year. Every tourist
must go to Sol. There are two important statues: Oso y el Madroño and Carlos III.

UNIVERSIDAD OR MALASAÑA (Average rent for 2 bedroom apartment: 780€)
The place to gather in Malasaña is the emblematic Plaza Dos de Mayo. The neighborhood is named after the
heroine Manuela Malasaña who lived there when Madrid was occupied by the French. She was a 17-yearold seamstress who, when the French soldiers caught her with scissors, killed her for treason. This caused a
big uprising against Napoleon’s troops on the 2nd of May, 1808, after which the main square is named, (dos
de Mayo). This neighborhood is one of the hippest places to be with all types of modern and stylish bars,
restaurants and cafes. On Calle Fuencarral you’ll find great places to go shopping, whether you’re looking for
outlets or boutiques.
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Packing for your trip to Spain
There are many factors to consider while packing for Madrid. “Should I bring winter gloves?”
“Do I need to pack high heels?” “How many bathing suits?”. Here is a cheat sheet to help you
in your transition.
Weather:
• Summer: REALLY hot. The temperature can hit up to 38°C (100° F) or more in August,
and the air is dry.
• Autumn: Mild weather, around 15°C (60° F). Not too rainy.
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• Winter: Cold but almost never below 0°C (32° F). It may snow but only for 1 or 2 days.
Although there are mountains close by with lots of snow for skiing and snowboarding.
• Spring: Mild, hot sometimes, dry usually (can be rainy in February, March and May).
Spring is very short.

The weather in Madrid tends to be chilly or hot. Madrid is situated at a rather high altitude, with cold (dry) winters and extremely hot (and even drier)
summers. Madrid has two rainy seasons, that occur from March until May and from October until December.
Make sure you have something of everything : clothes for work, clothes for leisure , comfortable clothes, and appropriate coats, etc. All year you will
need a pair of comfortable shoes for walking. Madrid has so many sights and highlights centrally located that it is very common to walk from one part
of town to another. If you do decide to catch the metro, Madrid’s system is known for its abundance of steps to ensure a cardio workout on your way
to class, the museum or a tapas bar. Invest in a good pair of flats and/or trainers.
For the winter be sure to bring a winter coat, gloves, scarf and hat to have on hand for very crisp mornings and evenings. However, pack that right
next to the bathing suits, shorts, t-shirts, dresses, and flip flops that are necessary for the hot, dry summer months. Although Madrid (is located in the
dead center of Spain) it is prepared to tackle the summer swelter with community pools. Here is a list of the best pools in Madrid.
Have no fear; if you are missing something, clothes are quite inexpensive in Spain. Furthermore, Spain goes “on sale” (Rebajas) twice a year!
In August and again in January. You can visit any H&M, Zara, Bershka, Blanco, El Corte Ingles, etc. and get some amazing deals.

Packing for your trip to Spain
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1- SAFETY MEASURES:
It’s always a good idea to bring a bag that goes across the shoulder for extra safety, or a rucksack. As with all major cities, there is a risk of pickpocketing.
With that said, keep your passport/ID close to your body and a photocopy in another location for good measure. For your arrival be sure to pack your
carry on with some overnight items just in case your luggage gets lost on the way.
2- MISCELLANEOUS:
Spain uses 220 volt, 50 cycles, AC for its electricity. Travelers will need electrical converters to operate American appliances. A plug adapter is needed
because the electrical plugs have a different configuration than those in the United States and other parts of the world. Blowdryers, flatirons, and
electronics can “blow up” if you do not invest in a proper converter.
Brits, even though there is plenty of tea in Spain, it is weak and just leaves you wanting more so pack your favorite if a good cup of tea is essential for
you to start the day right. You can get British food in some of the supermarkets and Poundland has opened here under the name Dealz. As for the
Americans, Madrid does have “Taste of America”, a store that provides American foods, varying from cereals and muffins to drinks, dips, sweets and
chocolates.

Happy Packing!

Applying for your student visa
in 7 straightforward steps
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1- FIND THE SPANISH CONSULATE NEAR YOU
Locate your Spanish Consulate. In many countries, your place of residence can affect the consulate you will be able to apply through.
2- REQUIREMENTS
Once you locate the consulate you will apply with, visit their OFFICIAL website and print off their most up to date visa requirements. Please be
aware that information can be different for each one so only go by what they say on their site.
TtTip: We often “buddy up” alumni with incoming students. Please email Helen at helen@lets.education if you would like to be put in contact with
alumni who went through your consulate.
Learn more about the requirement for a student visa in Spain on our blog.
3- APPOINTMENTS
Make an appointment if necessary (for most it is – especially in the USA). Make one immediately as the next available appointment could
be some weeks or months away. Some consulates offer a visa cancellation date online but you will need to trawl through it to find one.
TtTip: Don’t put off making an appointment. One day it might be a week wait, the next day it could be a month wait.
4- DECIDING ON YOUR COURSE DATE AT TtMadrid
If you are planning 3 months or more in advance of the course date you want, then you have plenty of time to get everything done, receive your visa
and then get to Spain for the start of your course.
If you are working on a shorter time period (i.e it is January and you want to start a course early March), you will need to work out
which course fits your timescale. Once you get your appointment date, email Helen at helen@lets.education and she will help you
work out which course is suitable for your time period. We can then organize your visa letters.

Applying for your student visa
in 7 straightforward steps
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5- TIME PLAN
Begin to plan out a timeline from today to the day of your appointment. Requirements often ask for medical notes, police clearance, proof of funds,
proof of insurance, etc. This requires making additional appointments as well as locating offices, which will not happen overnight. Highlight any
requirement that asks for a document to be “Apostille of The Hague” and /or “Notarized”. These are always an additional step.
TtTip: Hang up a to do list and keep all dates/appointments in ONE spot. Tick off completed tasks.
6- REVIEW
Once you have compiled all the documents, review your requirements list with a fine tooth comb. Look for key words such as: “copies” “duplicates”
and “originals”. You risk not being granted your visa if you fail to take everything you are asked for.
TtTip: Have a fresh set of eyes sit down with you and have them go through the requirements sheet. They will be able to spot any inconsistencies.
7- SUBMISSION
Arrive to your appointment early and in good spirits. If you have followed these steps you should have no problems at all. Bring a print off of your
appointment to ensure that there is no confusion about your presence at the office. Submit your paper work and ask when you should have your
visa returned by to you.
TtTip: Once they have accepted your submission, breathe easy and wait patiently.

Let your
Spanish adventure
begin..!
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TtMadrid
The Leading Teacher Training
Program in Spain

Contact Helen at helen@lets.education for more information or call
(+44) 208 133 6077 from UK
(001) 917 720 3319 from USA or
(+34) 915 72 19 99
www.ttmadrid.com

